NIGHTTIME CLOSURE - RUNWAY 06L-24R

In order to maintain its facilities to reliability and safety standards, Aéroports de Montréal is undertaking maintenance work on the electrical circuits of the lights of runway 06L-24R. Work is done at night. The runway will be closed daily from 11 p.m. to 5 a.m., except on the nights of Saturday to Sunday, until October 20, 2017.

During these periods, runway assignment will be as follows:

Southwesterly winds:

- Departures: runway 24L (runway usually assigned for nighttime departures)
- Arrivals: runway 24L (increase of overflights in Villeray, St-Laurent south)
Northeasterly winds:

- Departures: runway 06R (runway usually assigned for departures)
- Arrivals: runway 06R (increase of overflights in Dorval south)

Respect of the work schedule depends mainly on weather conditions.

If you would like to subscribe to ADM's newsletter on soundscape management, please write to: yuiclientele@admf.com.

For more information about the soundscape at Montréal-Trudeau, please read the FAQ section of ADM's website at: http://www.admf.com/en/adm/communities/soundscape/faq.